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A man lies dead in the Fellows’ Garden at Lichfield College. He’s been seen working there, but
he’s not on the payroll. What motivated him to weed the beds and mow the lawns? And who
stabbed him in the back and left him to die?When Geology Fellow Martin Riess happens upon
this grisly scene, it is only natural that he should call on his old colleague Bernie and her ex-
police friends to help with disentangling this complex puzzle. And it’s not long before the official
police enquiry is calling on their services too, when this case turns out to have its roots deep in
the past.This detective novel presents its readers with both a puzzle to solve and some knotty
ethical dilemmas to ponder upon.



About “A Secret Gardener?”A man lies dead in the Fellows’ Garden at Lichfield College. He’s
been seen working there, but he’s not on the payroll. What motivated him to weed the beds and
mow the lawns? And who stabbed him in the back and left him to die?When Geology Fellow
Martin Riess happens upon this grisly scene, it is only natural that he should call on his old
colleague Bernie and her ex-police friends to help with disentangling this complex puzzle. And
it’s not long before the official police enquiry is calling on their services too, when this case turns
out to have its roots deep in the past.A Secret Gardener?(or Death among the
Delphiniums)byJudy FordThe 13th Bernie Fazakerley MysteryCopyrightA Secret Gardener?
Published by Bernie Fazakerley PublicationsCopyright © 2019 Judy Ford.No part of this book
may be used, transmitted, stored or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without the author’s
written permission.All rights reserved.DedicationDedicated toThe Medaille Trust“Refuge and
Freedom from Modern Slavery”ContentsAbout “A Secret
Gardener?”CopyrightDedicationContentsGlossary of Oxford University JargonGlossary of UK
police ranksBernie’s “Family”1. Habeas Corpus2. Positive Identification3. Post Mortem4. Two
sisters5. Missing Persons6. Disappearance7. Sightings8. Dilemma9. Witness Evidence10.
Identifying Features11. The Pace Quickens12. Tangled tales13. Police Raid14. Closing In15.
Criminal Charges16. Loose EndsPeter’s Summer PuddingThank
youAcknowledgementsDisclaimerMore about Bernie and her friendsList of Police and Forensics
PersonnelAbout the AuthorGlossary of Oxford University JargonThis glossary is by no means
exhaustive. A fuller list of Oxford terminology may be found on the University website here: ?
Bursar – The member of staff responsible for the finances of a college.Buttery – A college shop
where members can purchase provisions.Dean – Except at Christchurch, where the Principal is
known as the Dean, the Dean of a college is a senior fellow responsible for student
discipline.Don – A member of the academic staff.DPhil – Doctor of Philosophy, the postgraduate
research degree that is known as a PhD at almost all other universities.Fellow – A member of
staff holding a Fellowship at one of the colleges. Fellowships may be Tutorial (i.e. teaching) or
Research.Gown – Members of the university are entitled to wear gowns that indicate their level
of scholarship. The term may also be used to refer to the university community as a whole, as in
“Town and Gown” which expresses the, sometimes uneasy, relationship between the residents
of Oxford and the members of the university,Hall – the dining hall of a college. This term may
also be used to denote the evening meal (‘dinner’) served there. ‘Formal Hall’ means that staff
and students are required to dress formally in gowns when attending.High Table – The table in a
college dining hall, often on a dais, at which the Head of House and Fellows dine.Hilary Term –
The second term of the university year, which starts in January.JCR – Junior Common Room.
This may either refer to a room for undergraduate students belonging to a college to meet or to
the undergraduate student body of a college collectively.Long Vacation – The period in the
summer between the end of Trinity Term and the start of Michaelmas Term each year.Master –
The principal of a college. Each Oxford college is headed by a senior Fellow. Each college uses
its own terminology for this. These include: Master, Principal, President, Rector, Dean, Warden,



Provost.Michaelmas Term – The first term of the university year, which starts in October.Pigeon
Post – Nickname for the University Messenger Service, the internal mail system.Research
Fellow – A member of staff holding a Research Fellowship at one of the collegesScout – A
college servant responsible for cleaning. Each scout is usually assigned to a specific part of the
college. A student may refer to “my scout” meaning the scout responsible for cleaning his or her
room.SCR – Senior Common Room. This may either refer to a room for the academic staff
(Fellows) belonging to a college to meet or to the academic staff of a college collectively.Senior
Member – Anyone who has achieved an Oxford MA automatically becomes a Senior Member of
the University. The Senior Members of a college are its fellows.Staircase – The older Oxford
colleges are designed on a ‘staircase’ system, in which a group of rooms is accessed by a
staircase that opens on to one of the quadrangles around which the college is built. Typically,
rooms are identified by a combination of the name of the quad, the number of the staircase and
the room number within the staircase group.Subfusc – Formal attire worn by students and
academics on formal occasions, including matriculation, examinations and graduation.Trinity
Term – The third term of the university year, which starts in April.Tutor – A member of staff (or a
postgraduate student) who gives tutorials to undergraduate students.Tutorial – A session in
which one or two (or occasionally more) students are taught by a Tutorial Fellow or some other
person appointed by their college. Typically, this involves students preparing work in advance
and talking about it during the tutorial.Tutorial Fellow – A member of staff holding a Tutorial
Fellowship at one of the colleges.Glossary of UK police ranksUniformed policeChief Constable
(CC) – Has overall charge of a regional police force, such as Thames Valley Police, which covers
Oxford and a large surrounding area.Deputy Chief Constable (DCC) – The senior discipline
authority for each force. 2nd in command to the CC.Assistant Chief Constable (ACC) – 4 in the
Thames Valley Police Service, each responsible for a policy area.Chief Superintendent (‘Chief
Super’) – Head of a policing area or department.Police Superintendent – Responsible for a local
area within a police force.Chief Inspector (CI) – Responsible for overseeing a team in a local
area.Police Inspector – Senior operational officer overseeing officers on duty 24/7.Police
Sergeant – Supervises a team of officers.Police Constable (PC) – ‘Bobby on the beat’. Likely to
be the first to arrive in response to an emergency call.Police Community Support Officer (PCSO)
– A uniformed civilian member of the police service.Crime Investigation Department (CID) –
Plain clothes officersDetective Superintendent (DS) – Responsible for crime investigation in a
local area.Detective Chief Inspector (DCI) – Responsible for overseeing a crime investigation
team in a local area. May be the Senior Investigating Officer heading up a criminal
investigation.Detective Inspector (DI) – Oversees crime investigation 24/7. May be the Senior
Investigating Officer heading up a criminal investigation.Detective Sergeant (DS) – Supervises a
team of CID officers.Detective Constable (DC) – One of a team of officers investigating
crimes.These descriptions are based on information from the following sources:[1] Mental
Health Cop blog, by Inspector Michael Brown, Mental Health co-ordinator, College of Policing. ,
accessed 31st March 2017.[2] Thames Valley Police website, , accessed 22nd May



2019.Bernie’s “Family”1. Habeas Corpus‘That’s odd! Someone’s left the door to the Fellows’
Garden open!’Dr Martin Riess, Fellow in Geology at Lichfield College, pointed towards a wide
wooden door set into the high stone wall that ran alongside the road. His friend and colleague,
Professor Paula Wellesley, Fellow in Physical Science and holder of the Robert Boyle Chair of
Physics, turned her head to look.‘One of the gardeners, up early?’ she suggested.‘It’s a bit too
“crack of dawn” even for them,’ Martin murmured, looking at his watch. ‘Still – we might as well
get the benefit, even if we had better report it as a security breach afterwards.’He gently pushed
the door, expecting it to swing wide, but his fingers met with resistance. He grasped the wood
more firmly and applied more pressure. Still the door refused to move. There was something
behind it, something soft but resilient. Martin squeezed his slender frame through the gap
between the edge of the door and the honey-coloured Cotswold stone and peered down to see
what the obstacle could be.‘What is it?’ Paula called through the crack, hearing Martin’s sharp
intake of breath as he recognised the object that lay at his feet. ‘What’ve you found?’‘It’s …
You’re not going to believe this,’ Martin replied in a strange, shocked voice. ‘It’s a body – one of
the gardeners, I think, judging by what he’s wearing.’‘Dead?’ queried Paula. ‘Or has he just
fainted, d’you think? Or a fit or a stroke, maybe?’‘No; he’s dead alright,’ Martin answered
decisively. ‘There’s too much blood about … and …,’ he bent down and gingerly touched the
man’s face, ‘he’s quite cold. I think he’s probably been here all night.’‘Let me see,’ Paula said,
pushing her way through the narrow aperture. Martin moved a little further into the garden to
make room for her to stand next to him, staring down at the mysterious corpse.It was a man.
Martin guessed that he must be over sixty – maybe more like seventy or eighty, but perhaps he
looked older because he was dead. Martin’s experience of dead bodies was limited – non-
existent, in fact. He was wearing grey overalls with the distinctive red and black Lichfield College
crest on the front pocket – just like all the college outdoor staff. He lay on one side with his head
in the herbaceous border that ran along the right-hand side of the path leading from the external
door across the garden to the glass doors of the Senior Common Room. His legs and most of
his body were on the path obstructing the door. A pool of blood had oozed out from under his
chest and congealed on the gravel path.‘Has he been stabbed?’ asked Paula. ‘Or could it have
been an accident of some sort?’‘I don’t know.’ Martin took out his phone. ‘I’m going to call the
police. Don’t touch anything. At least …,’ he hesitated. ‘Better close the door. We don’t want
anyone else wandering in.’Paula pulled her sleeve down over her hand to avoid leaving any
fingerprints and pushed the door closed. The catch snapped shut making it impossible for
anyone to enter from the road without a key. Then she prowled silently round the body, taking
care not to disturb it, peering as close as she dared, trying to work out what could have
happened.‘I think I’ve seen him around,’ she told Martin when he finished his call. ‘I’m almost
certain I’ve seen him working in the garden. He must be one of the gardeners.’‘Not one I
recognise.’ Martin bent down to look more closely at the man’s face. ‘But then, you’re around
college more than I am. I’d better ring the Master and let him know about this,’ he added, turning
to his phone again, ‘and the porters, or they’ll have a fit when the police turn up.’‘We might as



well go through to the Porters’ Lodge and tell them in person,’ Paula pointed out as Martin
concluded his call to the college principal. ‘We can wait there for the police and then show them
through to the garden.’‘OK. Good idea,’ Martin agreed. ‘There’s just one more phone call I want
to make first.’* * *‘Martin! What’s up at this time in the morning?’ Bernie switched her phone to
loudspeaker and put it down on the bedside cabinet so that she could listen to her friend while
continuing to work on pulling up and fastening Jonah’s trousers. Although she was very fond of
the little don, Martin’s call was an unwelcome interruption to their daily routine. Washing, toileting
and dressing a severely disabled man took plenty of time every morning, without any disruptive
telephone calls.‘I’ve found a body in the Fellows’ Garden,’ Martin told her bluntly.‘A body?’ Bernie
left the zip undone and snatched up the phone. ‘Are you having me on?’‘No. We were just
coming back from the canal along Goose Lane and we saw the door into the Fellows’ Garden
was open. And then, when I looked behind it, there was this dead man lying there!’‘A dead man!’
echoed Jonah excitedly, twisting his head towards Bernie, his eyes shining with anticipation.
‘Who is it? How did he die? Have you called the police?’‘Paula reckons he’s one of the
gardeners,’ Martin told them, ‘although I don’t recognise him myself. He’s wearing a boiler suit
with a Lichfield College logo on it, so I suppose she must be right. I don’t know what killed him,
but there’s a lot of blood about on the path where he’s lying. And yes – the first thing I did was
call the police. I don’t know quite why I’m ringing you, except that I’d quite like someone who’s
used to this sort of thing on my side.’‘We’ll be over right away,’ Jonah said at once.‘Just as soon
as we’ve had breakfast,’ Bernie added, giving Jonah a look that told him that she understood the
importance to his digestive system and general well-being of sticking to regular mealtimes, even
if he did not.‘Don’t let anyone near the body until the police say so,’ Jonah added urgently. ‘And
whatever you do, don’t touch anything!’‘It’s OK.’ There was a tinge of amusement in Martin’s
voice. ‘We’ve locked the door into Goose Lane and we’re on our way over to the Porters’ Lodge
to get reinforcements to stop anyone going into the garden from the SCR or the main quad. That
only leaves the private door from the Master’s lodgings, so – Oh! Here he comes now! I’d better
go. See you later.’‘Right! Now hurry up and get me ready,’ Jonah ordered impatiently. ‘I want to
get down there before Uniform go trampling all over the evidence!’‘Aren’t you forgetting
something?’ Bernie smiled, hurrying to finish dressing him. ‘You’re retired. It isn’t your call.
There’ll be a perfectly competent officer from CID in charge and they most likely won’t take
kindly to having you putting your oar in.’‘Breakfast’s ready!’ Bernie’s husband, Peter, put his head
round the door. ‘And what’s all that about Jonah putting his oar in?’‘Martin Riess has found a
body and he’s invited us over to have a look at it,’ Bernie told him with a smile. ‘Naturally, Our
Jonah is relishing the chance of interfering in a police investigation and no doubt thinks that he
will solve the case when everyone else fails!’‘Well, you’ll have to count me out,’ Peter told them.
‘I’ve got the grandkids today. They’ll be here any minute, which is why I was hoping you’d be
ready for breakfast by now.’‘We’re nearly done. Help me get his nibs into the chair and then I’ll
put his shirt on while you deal with his shoes.’In less than a minute, they had their friend
transferred from the bed into his hi-tech electric wheel chair. A few minutes later, he was fully



dressed and on his way to the kitchen for breakfast. Bernie smiled as she watched him
manoeuvring the chair expertly round a tight corner in the hall. The prospect of a murder enquiry
certainly put a spring in his step, so to speak!Arriving in the kitchen they found Bernie’s
daughter, Lucy, already sitting at the long wooden table shovelling down breakfast cereal at a
great pace. She looked up and smiled towards Jonah.‘I’m sorry I can’t stop to feed you today,’
she apologised, through a mouthful of bran flakes. ‘I promised I’d be in early today. Don’t worry;
I’ll be back in time to help you with your tea.’Lucy, home from university where she had just
finished the first year of a medical degree, was volunteering in a local hospice two days a week.
It was good work experience as well as breaking the monotony of the vacation reading list that
she had been given in preparation for the resumption of her course next term. She got up and
carried her empty bowl over to the sink.‘I’ll get off now,’ she said over her shoulder as she
headed for the kitchen door. ‘I should think I’ll be back about-’She broke off as the door burst
open and a small, dark-skinned boy with curly black hair hurtled across the room. It was Peter’s
three-year-old grandson, Ricky. Like most children of his age, he had unbounded energy and
only one speed setting: full throttle. Peter, fearing that he was about to collide with the table,
stepped forward and swept him up in his arms.‘You’re early today,’ he declared. ‘We haven’t
finished breakfast yet. Would you like to help me make the toast?’‘Yes!’ Ricky nodded vigorously
as his grandfather carried him over to the side of the room and stood him on a chair so that he
could reach the work surface. Peter handed him two slices of bread and watched carefully as he
put them into the toaster and pushed the knob down to set it going.Lucy made her escape, first
standing back to allow Peter’s son, Eddie, to come in with Ricky’s younger sister, Abigail in his
arms. To anyone who did not know the family, Abigail was always a surprise. Unlike her parents
and brother, she had white skin, green eyes and a shock of ginger hair. Through the wonders of
genetics, she had somehow inherited her colouration from her paternal grandfather – and
presumably also from some long-forgotten ancestor on her mother’s side – and turned out
unique and different from all her closest relatives.‘Here you are, Dad,’ Eddie said fastening his
daughter into the high chair that stood at the end of the table. ‘I’m afraid I’ve got to fly now; the
traffic’s been worse than ever on the A34 this week. Crystal will be over to pick them up about
four.’Bernie helped Jonah to cereal and fruit juice while Peter poured boiling water into a large
brown teapot and set it down in the middle of the table. Ricky called out to tell him that the toast
had popped up, and was rewarded for his watchfulness with half a slice for himself.‘Now take the
other half and give it to Abbie,’ Peter instructed, lifting him off the chair and setting him down on
the floor. Ricky obediently toddled over and put the toast on the tray in front of his sister’s high
chair, before clambering up next to her and sitting with his elbows on the table staring round
expectantly.Meanwhile, Peter put on more toast and poured the tea: bone china mugs for him
and Bernie, and plastic beakers with a lid for Jonah, Ricky and Abigail.‘Don’t worry about the
washing up,’ he said to Bernie as they munched their toast a few minutes later. ‘I know you both
want to get off down to Lichfield to view that body of Martin’s. Ricky and I can do it together, can’t
we, Rick?’ He turned to look at his grandson, who grinned and waved a buttery hand in



acknowledgement. ‘Ricky’s a dab-hand at drying up. I don’t know what I’d do without him!’* *
*‘That’s the door Martin was telling us about,’ Bernie said, pointing along Goose Lane towards
the entrance to the Fellows’ Garden, now criss-crossed with blue-and-white police tape and with
a uniformed officer standing in front of it. ‘And that’s Stella Gilbert guarding it!’They hurried along
the narrow street, Jonah’s wheelchair rumbling noisily over the cobbles.‘Hi Stella!’ Bernie
greeted the young trainee police constable. ‘I see you’ve secured the crime scene.’‘Hello Bernie
– DCI Porter,’ Stella responded, smiling round at them nervously. ‘You’ve heard about it
then?’‘Martin Riess – he’s the one who found the body – rang us,’ Bernie explained. ‘He’s a
friend of ours.’‘Have CID arrived yet?’ Jonah demanded. ‘Who are they putting in charge?’‘No –
at least I don’t think so, sir.’ Stella still sounded nervous. She had only recently joined Thames
Valley Police and was very much in awe of Jonah, whom she regarded as a legendary police
hero. ‘PC Hughes is round the other side. He’d be able to tell you more. I expect when they come
it’ll be that way.’‘Then we’d better go round the other side,’ Jonah declared, immediately turning
his wheelchair and setting off towards the junction of Goose Lane with Lichfield Street.‘See you
later! I’d better go after him before he gets himself into trouble.’ Bernie gave Stella a shrug and a
grin before running to catch up with her friend. Stella smiled back nervously and then stood up
straight with her hands behind her back and eyes forward, on guard. She took her duties very
seriously.A police car and a Crime Scene Investigation van were blocking the street outside the
main entrance on Lichfield Street. Jonah had to wait while staff in protective clothing unloaded
equipment from the van and disappeared through the archway that led to the college’s main
quadrangle. When he attempted to follow them through, he was immediately stopped by one of
the porters.‘I’m sorry sir,’ the man said firmly. ‘The college is closed to visitors.’‘We have an
appointment with Dr Martin Riess,’ Bernie explained. Shall I ring him to ask him to come and
escort us?’‘It’s alright!’ At the sound of a familiar brogue, Bernie turned to see another old friend.
Forensic pathologist Mike Carson had arrived. He held up his identification card. ‘I can vouch for
these two. They’re here with the Scenes of Crime team: DCI Jonah Porter and his PA Dr Bernie
Fazakerley.’They followed Mike through the dark tunnel, past the Porters’ Lodge and out into the
bright sunshine of the quadrangle. Ahead of them lay a square of neatly cut grass with a stone
sculpture in the centre of it.‘That’s the sundial that they put up in memory of the bursar who was
killed[1],’ Bernie whispered, pointing. ‘You remember! He left money to the college in his will,
provided that they used part of it to put one up.’‘It’s a bit over-elaborate for a sundial,’ Jonah
muttered, briefly glancing across at the gothic-style masterpiece. ‘Hadn’t he heard of digital
watches? Now, where’s this other door?’‘Over there.’ Bernie pointed to the right.Looking across
the grass, Jonah saw another high Cotswold stone wall, with another door set into it, and
another uniformed police officer standing in front of a cordon of police tape. This door, however,
was open and Scenes of Crime Officers were lifting the tape to pass under it and into the garden
beyond. He hurried along the paved path to join them.‘Hello sir!’ PC Gavin Hughes greeted him.
‘What brings you here? Have you got bored with retirement already?’‘Hi Gavin,’ Jonah
responded warmly. Gavin was an old friend and a trusted colleague. He would never win any



prizes for his intellect, but he was a good solid officer and someone who could be relied upon in
a tight spot. ‘We’re looking for Dr Riess. Is he through there?’‘No, sir. Only the SOCOs are
allowed in. Dr Riess and the other witnesses are all in the Senior Common Room. It’s just over
there.’ He pointed along the path to where a flight of worn stone steps led up into the building on
the far side of the quad from the street entrance. Jonah noted with relief that there was also a
concrete ramp for wheelchair users.‘Thanks. We’ll go and find him.’ He turned to go, then
hesitated briefly and turned back to Gavin. ‘And say a few kind words to Stella Gilbert when you
see her. She’s doing a fine job and I think she’s rather nervous of the responsibility. I imagine this
will be her first murder scene.’‘I’ll do that, sir. Can I tell her you said so? She thinks the world of
you. She’s very keen. She’ll make a good officer, given time.’However, Jonah was already
speeding away towards the ramp, intent on hearing all about the mysterious corpse from the
man who had found it. Bernie hurried after him, mounting the steps in order to reach the door in
time to open it for him. Being paralysed apart from three fingers meant that Jonah could control
his wheelchair, but he could not reach out to press the large button provided for wheelchair
users to gain access to the building.The SCR was a large airy room furnished with easy chairs
and small tables. Two of the walls were panelled in oak from floor to ceiling. The other two had
large windows looking out on to the Fellows’ Garden on one side and the main quadrangle on
the other. The glass double doors, which led to the garden, were closed and a garland of police
tape hung across them.Bernie looked around, trying to spot her friend among the clusters of
people chatting together in low voices in different parts of the room. She recognised the
chaplain, Simon Sutcliffe, who was over by the glass doors, deep in conversation with a middle-
aged man dressed in grey overalls and work boots – giving pastoral care to one of the victim’s
colleagues, she supposed.Ah! There he was – over by the large fireplace on the far side of the
room. Martin and Paula were standing together trying to look attentive while the Master, Dr
Featherstone Grainger, seemed to be speaking to them at great length. Bernie caught Martin’s
eye and, with a look of gratitude on his face, he excused himself and came over to meet
her.‘Thank you for coming,’ he said in tones of relief, ‘although I’m not sure what I’m expecting
you to do.’‘Thank you for calling us,’ Jonah responded, looking up at him with a lop-sided smile.
‘I’m looking forward to this. Tell us all about it.’‘Good morning Inspector!’ The Master came up
behind Martin and greeted them in an authoritative voice. He remembered Jonah from the
investigation into the late bursar’s untimely death and assumed that he was in charge of the
current police operation. ‘As you probably remember, I’m Dr Featherstone Grainger, the Master
of Lichfield, and this is Dr Martin Riess, who found the body. I see that you have a team of
people here already. Is there anything else you need us to do for you?’‘We’re not the police
investigators,’ Bernie put in hastily. ‘We’re just here to see Martin.’A puzzled frown crossed the
Master’s brow and he looked enquiringly towards Jonah.‘Alas, I’m only acting in a personal
capacity,’ Jonah told him ruefully. ‘I retired from the police service last year. Dr Riess is an old
friend of ours and-’‘I rang Bernie because she knows more about this sort of thing than we do,’
Martin added quickly. ‘I thought it would be useful to have someone around who had experience



of – of murders and stuff – to advise us, just in case …’‘The press will be on to this just as soon
as they manage to roll out of bed,’ Jonah picked up, as Martin’s voice trailed away. ‘Before you
know it, they’ll be all sorts of speculation about what happened. And, despite what they say, not
all publicity is good publicity.’‘And are you offering-?’ the Master broke off as a tall man in grey
overalls emblazoned with the Lichfield College crest approached him. Bernie had seen him
come in through a door on the opposite side of the room from where she and Jonah had
entered. She recognised his uniform and guessed that he must be another of the gardeners who
tended the outdoor areas of the college.‘Milton!’ the Master called to him. ‘Thank you for coming
right away. I assume you’ve been told about what’s happened?’‘Well, yes Master,’ Head
Gardener Russell Milton answered, looking round the room self-consciously and stuffing his
grimy hands into the pockets of his overalls. ‘But I can’t quite make it out. They said one of the
gardeners has been found dead, but that can’t be right. There’s only me and Brian and Kev and
young Connor, who’s on work experience, and I’ve seen them all this morning. They’re all
fine.’‘But I’m sure I’ve seen him working in the Fellows’ Garden,’ Paula broke in. ‘I’ve been
thinking about it, since we found him, and I’m quite sure he was pruning the roses in the bed by
the gate into the main quad when I went out that way on Friday night last week. I remember
thinking it was strange that he was working so late.’‘And he’s wearing Lichfield overalls,’ Martin
added, ‘like the ones you’ve got on now.’‘That’s as maybe,’ Milton argued, sounding more
confident now, ‘but he can’t be one of us, because we’re all accounted for. Can I have a look at
him?’‘That will be for the police to decide,’ the Master answered, looking towards Jonah.‘We’d
better wait until CID get here,’ Jonah told them. He would have liked to go straight out to view the
body himself, but he knew that he would have been overstepping the mark, now that he was a
mere civilian and no longer a senior officer with an unrivalled service record and a legendary
reputation. ‘They’ll want someone to identify the body, but we mustn’t risk contaminating the
crime scene by barging in uninvited.’2. Positive IdentificationThe door from the main quad
opened and a woman wearing a clean white apron over a floral print dress came in. Bernie
recognised her as Amanda Bridgefield, the Head of Housekeeping, (or, in Bernie’s mind, “Chief
Scout”). She held the door open for two plain-clothes police officers to enter: DCI Anna
Davenport and DS Andrew Lepage. Bernie smiled as she recognised two old friends. At least
Anna could be relied upon not to take offence at Jonah’s presence or to consider his advice to
be unwarranted interference, and Andy had been his most trusted lieutenant during the days
immediately prior to his retirement.Anna stood for a moment surveying the room and its
occupants. Then she walked briskly across to the group near the fireplace.‘Good morning,’ she
hailed them. ‘I’m DCI Davenport and this is my assistant DS Lepage.’‘Featherstone Grainger –
Master of Lichfield,’ the Master responded at once, stepping towards her and holding out his
hand. ‘I take it you are in charge of the police investigation?’‘That’s right,’ Anna confirmed. ‘We’ll
be taking care of interviewing witnesses and taking statements. You may already have met the
Crime Scene Manager, Ruby Mann. She’s in charge of the forensics team. We need to keep
people out of the Fellows’ Garden altogether until they’ve finished. She’ll let you know when that



is. Now, perhaps I could start by speaking to the couple who found the body?’‘That’s Dr Riess
and Professor Wellesley,’ the Master told her, nodding towards each of them in turn.‘Good.’ Anna
turned to Martin and Paula. ‘Perhaps you could both sit down and we can go through what you
saw?’‘But first,’ Jonah put in quietly but forcefully, ‘you need to know that there’s some confusion
about who our victim actually is.’‘Oh?’ Andy looked at him in surprise. ‘Ruby told us he’d been
identified as one of the gardeners.’‘He’s wearing Lichfield College overalls, like the gardeners
do,’ Martin confirmed, ‘but apparently all the gardeners are present and correct, so …’‘It seems
that he is an imposter,’ Jonah concluded cheerfully. ‘Have the SOCOs found any ID on him at
all?’‘I don’t know. Mike Carson’s looking at the body at the moment,’ Anna told him. ‘I’ll ask them
about that after he’s finished. Meanwhile, I’d like to get on with interviewing Dr Riess and
Professor Wellesley.’ She gestured towards four chairs grouped together facing the windows that
overlooked the garden. Paula and Martin sat down in two of them.‘Can I go now?’ asked Milton,
who was feeling more and more uncomfortable in the rarefied atmosphere of the Senior
Common Room.The Master looked towards Anna for an answer. ‘This is Russell Milton, our
Head Gardener,’ he told her.‘In that case, please could you wait here until the pathologist has
finished with the body?’ Anna said, looking Milton up and down. ‘Even if the victim isn’t one of
your staff, you may know who he is – or at least be able to confirm that he isn’t who he appears
to be.’‘Come and sit down over here and I’ll get you some coffee.’ Bernie looked round at the
sound of a new voice and saw a youngish man in a clerical collar. It was Simon Sutcliffe, the
chaplain. He had evidently been watching them and, noticing Russell’s unease, had stepped in
to help. ‘I don’t suppose we’ll have long to wait.’ They moved away together to another corner of
the room.‘Do you mind waiting here as well?’ Anna asked the Master. ‘I’ll need to ask you some
questions too, but I’d like to talk to Dr Riess and Professor Wellesley first, if that’s alright?’‘Very
well. Let me know when you’re ready for me.’ The Master turned to Amanda. ‘Don’t go, Mrs
Bridgefield. I think you’d better arrange for some breakfast to be brought to the SCR – and
perhaps have a trolley of tea and coffee brought out to the main quad for the police team. And
then, I’d like to discuss what arrangements we need to make for the conference delegates who
are going to start arriving before noon. Can we direct them in through the back entrance, to avoid
them seeing all this police activity?’Martin and Paula sat down. Jonah positioned his wheelchair
next to Paula, and Bernie perched on the arm of Martin’s chair, leaving the other two armchairs
for Anna and Andy. Anna looked at them for a few seconds, trying to assess exactly what the
relationships were between the four people in front of her. Why had Dr Reiss called Bernie in
time for her to arrive on the scene before the CID team? Were he and Professor Wellesley
merely colleagues or was there something more between them? Was Jonah here simply for the
thrill of the chase, or did he also have a personal interest?‘Dr Riess,’ she began at last. ‘Please
tell me exactly what happened this morning.’‘We were coming down Goose Lane when we
noticed the door was open – the one through the wall into the Fellows’ Garden. It’s supposed to
be kept locked. So we-’‘Just a minute,’ Anna interrupted. ‘What time was this –
approximately?’‘About half past seven, I should think.’‘It had just turned twenty-five past when we



came round the corner into Goose Lane,’ Paula added. ‘I remember looking at my watch.’‘I see,’
Anna said thoughtfully. ‘That’s quite early to be on your way to work.’‘We’d just got back from a
few days on the canal,’ Martin told her. ‘I’ve got a narrow boat moored down behind
Worcester[2]. We arrived back there late last night – too late for me to go home – so we stayed
on the boat, and then the plan was to come to breakfast in Hall.’‘I see,’ Anna repeated. ‘Or at
least … why was it too late to go home? Where’s home?’‘Headington.’‘Martin and his mum live
just round the corner from us,’ Bernie volunteered.‘When I say it was too late, I mean I didn’t
want to disturb my mother.’ Martin explained. ‘She finds it hard to get back to sleep if she’s
woken in the night.’Andy held out a notebook towards Martin. ‘If you wouldn’t mind writing your
address and telephone number down there, please sir.’Anna turned her attention to Paula. ‘And
what about you, Professor Wellesley? Where do you live?’‘Here in college,’ Paula answered
promptly ‘I have rooms at the top of Main Quad six. So my address is just “Lichfield College”, but
I’ll write down my mobile number for you if you like.’ She took the notebook from Martin, added
her number below his and handed the book back to Andy.‘OK. Thanks.’ Anna looked towards
Martin again. ‘Now, to get back to this morning: you saw the door was open and then what?’‘As I
said, it’s supposed to be kept locked,’ Martin continued, ‘so I went to close it. But then, I thought
we might as well take advantage of it being unlocked, and cut across the Fellows’ Garden
instead of going all the way round to the main gate. So I tried to push the door open.’‘I thought
you said it was open?’ Andy objected.‘Only an inch or two,’ Martin explained. ‘I had to push it to
make enough room to get through, but it wouldn’t open because there was something behind it. I
squeezed through and looked to see what it was – and it was a man’s body. He was lying on his
side with his head in the flowerbed and his legs on the path. I thought he must be one of the
gardeners because he was wearing one of their overalls with the college crest on it. I thought at
first he might have fainted, so I bent down and touched his face, but it was stone cold and sort of
stiff. Then I noticed there was a big stain on the gravel at the back of him and a tear in the back
of his overalls caked in what I assume was blood. It looked like a suspicious death, so then I
called 999.’‘Did you recognise him at all?’ Anna asked. ‘Had you ever seen him before?’‘Not that
I remember, but Paula thinks she has.’‘I’m sure of it,’ Paula insisted emphatically. ‘I think I’ve seen
him around a few times, doing odd jobs in the gardens, and I’m absolutely certain he was there
last Friday night. He was cutting dead flower heads off the roses in the bed by the gate from
Main Quad and dropping them in a bucket. I said something to him about it being a lovely night
and he nodded and said something about how it looked as if maybe summer had come at
last.’There was a tapping sound outside and Anna looked up to see Ruby Mann, the Crime
Scene Manager, outside the glass doors. Andy got up and opened them.‘There’s a lot of ground
to cover out here,’ Ruby announced. ‘It’ll take us the rest of the day at the very least. Meanwhile, I
thought you might be interested in this.’ She held up a slim imitation leather wallet in her gloved
hand. ‘You can take it – we’ve finished with it.’ She dropped it into Andy’s outstretched palm. ‘Oh!
And Mike says he’s finished with the body for now, so I’ve arranged for it to be taken to the
mortuary. The PM will most likely be tomorrow, but he’ll email you to confirm.’‘Could you hold off



from taking it away just for a few minutes?’ Anna asked. ‘I’d like a few people from the college to
have a look at him in case they know who he is.’
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